Wendell Castle’s work exists simultaneously as functional objects and as sculptural forms because throughout his practice he saw no distinction between form and function. Castle not only challenged the boundaries of furniture and art he also employed innovative materials and processes to create sculptural furniture. In this bibliography, we have included titles about Castle, and works on 20th century studio furniture.

If you have questions, please contact the reference staff at the Spencer Art Reference Library (telephone: 816.751.1216). Library hours and services are listed on the Museum’s website at www.nelson-atkins.org

Selected by: Roberta Wagener | Library Assistant, Public Services

Wendell Castle


Call No: CASTLE WENDELL NK2439 .C3 A4 2014

Call No: CASTLE WENDELL NK2439 .C3 A4 2012

Call No: CASTLE WENDELL N6537 .C364 A4 2008


Call No: CASTLE WENDELL NB237 .C377 A4 1994


Call No: N44 C466 .T37 1989

Call No: CASTLE WENDELL NB237 .C377 A4 2008

**20th Century Furniture**

Call No: NK2215 .N5 M43

Call No: NK2408 .C66 2003

Call No: NK2408 .C6 1989

Call No: NB1250 .A33 2012
Call No: NK2408 .F58 2008

Call No: NK2408 .J67 1991

Call No: NK2408 .M663 2008

Call No: NK835 .N7 W473 2010

Call No: NK2231 .J65 2013

Call No: NK808 .M87 2014

**Image Credit**

Bronze
2 parts: 89 x 75.5 x 52.75 inches
87.75 x 58.25 x 41.75 inches

**Explore More**...
Search the library’s collections at libraryoneseach.nelson-atkins.org